ent the imaginative faculties of men with respect to the ultimate mysteries of existence-when, in other words, the basic presuppositions of a culture have become just yawning question marks... " (2) In classicist cultures, language was held together and formed by a common set of beliefs, ideals, and assumptions that created a space for shared thought and discourse. We, however, live in a fractured and fragmented post-classicist world. "Things fall apart, the center cannot hold", as the poet William Butler Yeats said (3). In somewhat different terms, we seem no longer to have one great book from which we can read words of strength and promise to awaken acts of hope in people who tremble when cumulative losses and impending death crack the protective shell of everyday thoughts, images, and dreams. How could the suffering of people at the beginning of the 21"t century not be unique if we are, indeed, living our lives alone and at great distances from the sources of meaning common to all humanity (4).
Suffering: Towards Meanings for Humanity
People and their ways of suffering may very well differ considerably from age to age and from culture to culture. Yet, we are all human beings. Are there, then, experiences of suffering that transcend historical and cultural differences? Are their experiences of suffering so common to humanity that the words of poets, philosophers, and prophets of generations and generations ago will continue to comfort suffering people for generations to come? I dare not reflect on these questionsalone,so I'll seek the guidance of the poet Osip Mandelshtam, and with good reason. Mandelshtam emphasized the role of the poet in history and the power of poetic language as a universal means of expression. The poet's role, as he saw things, was to mourn the universe; not just to mourn, but to interpret the universe and its mourning. Moreover, some of Mandelshtam's poems re-enact an opposition between internal time and external time (5), an opposition intimately relevant to the experience of suffering. Mandelshtam's internal time is like C. Milosz's time in the poem where he writes of time so intensely bound together that "for a short moment there is no death and time does not unreel like a skein of yearn thrown into an abyss" (6) . With Mandelshtam's poems as guides, I begin a T h e organizers of the symposium held in Edinburgh in mid-November of this year to mark the 25 1 h anniversary of St. Columba's Hospice invited me to speak about suffering in the 21'1 century. I raised a number of points about the limits to the various kinds of suffering people can bear, be it those who are dying or grieving, be it those who are caring for both, and I discussed the conditions for and the limits of compassion. However, there are two sets of questions about suffering in the 21't century that I quite totally failed to confront in the Edinburgh lecture.
The first set of questions deals with what might be unique about suffering into the 21'1 century. The second set concerns aspects of suffering that might be common to humanity in any age or culture. I will use this editorial to open, certainly not to complete, reflection on these questions. At various points in the course of this reflection I will seek the guidance of the poet Osip Mandelshtam.
Suffering in the 21
5 ' Century Why should suffering at the beginning of the 21"t century be in any way unique as compared to suffering in earlier times? Could it be that we in the rich and developed countries of the world, at this time in history, have lost something of the shared language, understanding, and beliefs that are the intellectual and spiritual foundations of community and compassion, without which suffering does indeed become uniquely intense and, perhaps, unbearable?
The great repression and distraction of late 20 1 hand early 21't.--century culture force us increasingly into silence about what we feel and fear on the frontier of death's darkness. We are cut off from the deepest questions our own intelligence would ask, because these are questions to which neither we, nor any other human agency, can adequately respond. So we are not simply silent about these questions, we rather learn not to ask them anymore. Indeed, questions without the flesh of expression fly back into their palace of shadows (1) , and suffering people sit silent and alone in shadows of their own.
In his discussion of the crisis of values in modern literature, Nathan Scott speaks of the desolate frontier at which literary artists find themselves "when the traditional premises regarding the radical significance of things have collapsed and when there is no longer any robust common faith to ori-course of reflection seeking meanings of suffering that might be common to us all.
Limits
The moment when we can no longer walk along with someone we cherish or with someone who is deeply dependent upon us for what we are supposed to be able to do for them, the moment when we must part ways at the bridge, the moment when we can do no more than gaze at her back as she trudges on alone-these moments have to be times of the most unique and intense kinds of suffering in a human life. I hear this experience of suffering, our limitation of power to protect and care for lonely and broken people, coming into voice with Mandelshtam's lines:
What shall I do with the wounded bird? The firmament is silent, dead From a belfry masked by mist Someone has stolen the bells (7).
Separations
The poet is quite right.
Who can know from the word goodbye
What kind of parting is in store for us. This is the poet who claims to have "studied the science of separations." What separations? Like the separations of the old woman from her garden and her cat? She has to leave shortly for the hospital where she knows she soon will die, so she lingers over the goodbye-forever to her garden. How can she not be crushed when she cries over her garden's stones and plants, set down so many years ago by her hands, and the hands of all her friends and loved ones. Taking leave of that garden is becoming separated from all she has lived and loved there. Her biography, punctuated by the meows of her cat, is in her garden, and now she must take leave of all she has been there. She is so desolate and all her nurse can manage to do is cry bitterly with her.
The poet who has studied the science of separations can say that, Tear-stained eyes gazed into the distance And the singing of muses blended with the weeping of women (8).
Endurings
How can we possibly bear the prospect of our imminent personal disappearance and extinction? Must we not shrink away from the thrust of our .own intelligence when it would drag us, if given free rein, into a darkness where no data, no concepts, no hypotheses, and no proof could silence or calm the dread and the rage with which an awakened human spirit should tremble when confronting the apparently all-too-real fate of personal extinction. An earlier editorial in this Journal wrote about a mathematician who simply could not accept that he would cease to exist (9) . . While I share the mathematician's dread and rage at the prospect of ceasing to exist, I cannot, at the same time, silence the poet's gentle whispering into my soul.
What shall I do with the body I've been given So much at one with me, so much my own? For the quiet happiness of breathing, being able To be alive, tell me to whom I should be grateful?
My warmth, my exhalation, one can already see On the window-pane of eternity The pattern printed in my breathing here Has not been seen before Let the moment's condensation vanish without trace: The cherished pattern no one can efface (10) .
